PLATESCRAPER
The easiest way to pre-sanitize plates off site.
Tired of Scrubbing Dirty Plates?

We were too. That’s why we invented the PlateScrape.
Introducing PlateScrape!
Scrape away food soil in half the time!

Easily pre-sanitize
+600 Plates
with a single fill.
PlateScrape makes pre-sanitization as easy as One, Two, Three.

1. Fill
Simply fill with water and soap.

2. Scrape
Slide dirty plates through the interlocking brushes.

3. Clean
Plates go in dirty and come out clean and ready for sanitation.
People Loving PlateScrape

“Love it!”

It cuts the clean time of scraping dishes down to hardly anything.

SLO Party Rental’s

“Wonderful addition”

to our events, makes the rental cleanup quick and easy!

Heavenly Creations

“Made it easy”

after using the PlateScrape we wouldn’t go back to any other method of pre-sanitizing plates.
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